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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND METHODS OF THIS STUDY
I. THE PROBLEM AND SCOPE
The Problem . The problem of this paper is to apply
the basic educational principles and procedures set forth
1/
in Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching and in The
2/
Unit Method in the Secondary School .
This unit is designed to furnish Junior-and senlor-
high-school teachers with sufficient information to enable
them to construct a teaching unit at any grade level in a
history of aviation with a minimum of labor on their part.
The writer has found through research that others
have chosen the topic of aviation as their field of interest
and have prepared source units accordingly.
3/
Morrison in 1944 prepared a Master's thesis entitled,
" Source Unit Organization of Two Topics . the Effects of
l/ Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School
Teaching , The Riverside Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
1940.
2/ Roy 0. Billett, The Unit Method in the Secondary
School.*"
3/ M. R. Morrison, Source Unit Organization of Two
Topics , the Effects of Flight on the Human Organl sm and
Weather , and Its Effects on Flying . unpublished Master's
thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1944.
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Flight on the Human Organism and Weather , and Its Effects on
~~sr
Flying . " Harvey in 1945 dealt with the topic, "Unit Organi-
zation of Five Tonics in Pre-Flight Aeronautics for the
17
Twelfth Grade ." Nault wrote his Master* s paper in 1948 on
" Unit Organization of the Topics Air and Aviation .
"
None of the above authors dealt with the history or
development of aviation down through the ages. The writer
believes this subject to be an important and interesting
topic and one from which many good historical units could
be developed. He further contends that separate historical
units, as units, are not necessary but the materials herein
could be distributed through various units on different
phases of aviation or in other related science courses.
Special emphasis should be given to the historical develop-
ment of aviation because of the frequency with which it is
discussed in Junior and senior high school social science
courses.
This unit is designed for the Individual teacher who
has a real interest in aviation, and a belief in the future
of this great Industry.
4/ L. R. Harvey, Unit Organization of Five Topics in
Pre-Flight Aeronautics for the Twelfth Q-rade . unpublished
Master's paper, Boston University, Boston, 1945.
5/ R. A. Nault, Unit Organization of the Topics Air
and Aviation , unpublished Master's paper, Boston University,
Boston, 1948.
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The Scope . The unit covers the period of the develop
ment of aviation from its earliest beginnings before the
birth of Christ down through the ages to the present day of
the guided missle and the Jet propelled plane.
The writer has attempted to give the reader a clear
picture of the development of aviation by recording histori-
cally the early attempts of man to conquor the air; the
writings of many former men of science and their contribu-
tions; the first conquest of the air by the Wright brothers
at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina; subsequent flights of signi-
ficance; the influence of the military planes; the growth
of commercial aviation; the tremendous advances made during
the post war period up to and including the year 1948.
It seems most feasible to cover this material under
the following headings:
A. Beginnings of aviation
B. Early aeronautical inventions and flights
C. Important flights
D. The development of specific types
1. The ultra-light plane
2. The personal plane
3. Air transports
4. Jet propulsion
5. Dirigibles
. Tailless planes6
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7. Tallfirst aircraft
8. Fuselages
9. Amphibians
10. Flying boats
11. Mail planes
12. Training planes
13. Attack planes
14. Heavy bombers
15. Carrier-borne aircraft
16. Example of the development of an airplane industry
17. Helicopter and Autoglro
II. THE METHODS
Aviation is a relatively new topical area in which
great interest has been created in the last decade. Inter-
est on the part of pupils should be cultivated and directed
so that they will become air-minded through the knowledge
and understanding of the history and development of the air-
plane.
Various Implications of social, scientific, and
economic influences of the airplane should be presented.
3ome of these are: a realization of the advantages of air
transportation; the responsibility as well as privilege of
living in an easily accessible world; thinking in terms of
cooperative living; the understanding of certain needed
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5scientific information.
The interest of pupils should be directed toward an
enthusiastic interest in the development of the airplane as
an Instrument of peace rather than one of war.
The teacher at all times should realize the need of
integrating the study of aviation with other subjects in
the school curriculum; through stories in aviation, thereby
stimulating reading interest; through use of mathematic
problems of air transportation; and in many other ways*
The unit shows ways to promote methods of motivation
through pupil activity. It also enables the student to
learn the types and uses of planes.
Through the statement and delimitation of the unit
the writer has given a comprehensive historical background
of the stages aviation has gone through in its development
from the earliest attempts of man to fly to the present age
of Jet propulsion*
Each unit should be properly introduced in such a way
as to motivate the pupil and arouse his interest. This paper
sets forth several possible ways of introduction and lists
names and sources of many motion pictures and film strips.
A simple study guide has been constructed to aid the
teacher and serve as a model for specific units. It con-
tains questions, assignments, core and related optional
activities.
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A test of more than one hundred items has been pre-
pared to show the teacher the possible use of several types
of objective tests and their construction. This test could
form the basis for both the pre-test and the final test.
The paper lists many optional related activities
which may be undertaken by one or all the pupils.
An annotated bibliography has been prepared from
which the teacher may assign readings or may use herself
as reference.
A further chapter on suggestions to teachers may be
helpful.
In this unit the writer has attempted to carry out
the teachings of Dr. Roy 0. Billett in his course, HThe
Unit Method,” in which he states that the four phases of
the teaching-learning cycle are: (1) the introduction; (2)
the laboratory; (3) the pooling-of-experiences; and (4) es-
timating-educative-growth phase.
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CHAPTER II
I. GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE UNIT
Aviation has beoome a new fundamental In our present
civilization. The airplane today is not merely a mechanism
of transportation. It is a new factor in the progress of
human affairs. Its influence is tremendous on our present
civilization.
The discovery and use of the airplane calls for re-
direction of thought and attitude on the part of all peoples.
It can create a happier world. It Involves new ideas re-
garding social, political, and international relationships.
II. THE DELIMITATION OF THE UNIT
A. Beginnings of Aviation
1. In ancient times man, himself unable to fly, endowed
hie gods and other beings with the power of flight.
a. Konsu, god of the Egyptians.
b. Asshur, god of the Assyrians.
c. Hermes, messenger of the Greek gods.
d. Mercury, god of the Romans.
e. Winged angels of the Christians.
f. The Valkyres of the Norsemen.
2. One of the earliest recorded flights was that of
Etana on an eagle to the Goddess of Fertility,
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8Istratar, found on Babylonian tablets that date to
3500 B. C.
3. In 2200 B. C. the Chinese Emperor, Shun, built an
air chariot and made a parachute drop.
4. King Solomon made a gift to the Queen of Sheba on
her visit to him of a vessel wherein one could
traverse air.
5. In 400 B. C. Archytas of Tarentum made a wooden
bird which was powered by gas and flew fifty feet.
6. A basic principle which explains why airplanes fly
was discovered by a Greek mathematician, Archimedes,
who discovered the law of floating bodies.
7. Perhaps the most famous of legendary inventors was
Daedalus who made himself wings so he could fly.
8. Forty-eight years after the death of Christ the
Romans were entertained by Nero on a Roman holiday
with an attempt to fly. It was a failure.
9. John Wilkins, bishop of Chester, wrote of the possi-
bilities of reaching the moon by volitation and
recounted in his Mathematical Magick (1864) the
story of the Monk Elmer who, in the year 1040,
fitted wings to his hands and feet and Jumped from
the top of a tower, and the attempts and flights of
others.
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9B. Early Aeronautical Inventions and Flights
10. Leonardo da Vinci made a detailed analysis of the
way birds flew and noted specifically that at times
they glided. This principle is the basis on which
the present airplane is constructed. Among other
Inventions he constructed a toy helicopter.
11. Roger Bacon was ridiculed by the scientists of his
time in England when he wrote in the 13th century,
"Some day man will fly."
12. A French locksmith, Besnier, in 1670 tried to fly
with paddles which opened and shut like book covers.
13. In June 1783, the Montgolfier brothers constructed
a balloon. It rose 6,000 feet when filled with hot
air and flew somewhat over a mile. No passengers
were carried. The ascending power was due to the
lightness of the heated air compared to an equal
volume of air at a lower temperature. They re-
peated the experiment in September of the same year.
Suspended below the balloon in a cage were a duck,
a sheep, and a cock which were thus the first air
passengers.
14. In November 1783 they constructed a larger balloon
and two men, de Rozier and d'Artandes, flew in it
for seventeen minutes at 3,000 feet and traveled
four and one-half miles. This was the first
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successful flight by man*
15. The first military use of lighter than air craft was
In June 1794 when a French army officer ascended to
reconnoitre the hostile army before the battle of
Fleures and It Is generally agreed that this Infor-
mation so gained resulted In a French victory.
16. Balloons were used by the Federalists in the Ameri-
can Civil War (1861) and they also played a part in
the siege of Paris (1870-71).
17. The Flugmachine was Invented between 1808 and 1812
by a Viennese, Jacob Degen. The wings (8-| by 22
feet) were covered with strips of taffeta attached
to a central stick. This, when moved, fluttered
the strips to imitate the winged feathers of a bird.
18. Sir George Cayley in 1809 wrote as follows, "The
whole problem is confined within these limits—to
make a surface support a given weight by application
of power to the resistance of air." The article was
published in Nicholson* s Journal of Philosophy. He
also designed in 1843 an aircraft embodying powered
rotors.
19. In 1848 John Stringfellow, of England, was the first
to accomplish powered flight with a ten-foot model,
with no passengers.
. A helicopter was designed in 1885 by W. 0. Ayres.20
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It had seven tiny propellers driven by compressed
air contained In two drums,
21. Horatio F. Phillips, of England, built the flying
Venetian Blind in 1893 to test his theory that a
curved surface would provide more lift than a flat
surface. His invention was a series of curved slats,
nineteen feet long by one and one-half inches wide.
It was steam driven and flew three feet off the
ground at forty m.p.h. while tethered to a circular
track.
22. A successful flight was made by a German, Otto
Lillenthal, in 1894 and in 1894 an American, Octave
Chanute, designed a glider which had many successful
flights.
23. The most successful flight of a steam-engined plane
was made on the 6th of May 1896. It was designed
by Samuel Langley, but was only a model plane.
24. After much experimentation the Wright Brothers made
the first successful flight on December 17, 1903 in
a power driven airplane heavier than air.
25. On August 22, 1906 Santos-Dumont of Brazil con-
structed a plane built of two box kites which had
the shape of a bird and flew tailfirst through the
air.
26. Glen Curtiss in 1909 landed a plane on water for
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the first time.
27. The first military plane owned by any nation was
accepted by the United States Army in 1909 after
tests at Fort Myer. It was designed and built by
the Wright Brothers.
28. Boston became world famous as a pioneer in aviation
when the Harvard Aeronautical Society sponsored the
first of all air meets at Squantum, Massachusetts,
September 3 through 13, 1910. Here for ten days
pilots who were later to become famous flew their
rickety, often homemade planes before 250,000
people. It was at this meet that the Englishman,
Grahame-White flew his Beleriot monoplane from
Squantum to the Boston Light and return, thus
winning the f10, 000. prize offered by the Boston
Globe
.
C. Important Flights
29. Bierlot of France flew across the English Channel
in July, 1909.
30. First successful flight off water in 1910 by Fabre
of France.
31. In 1911 first transcontinental flight New York to
California in fifty-nine days by Calbralth P.
Rogers.
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32. Pegoud was the first to loop-the-loop in 1913.
33. Boehm of Germany flew an Albatross for twenty-four
hours and twelve minutes in July 1914.
34. First transatlantic flight by the Navy N.C.-4 on
May 27, 1919. Newfoundland to Azores to Portugal.
35. Alcock and Brown flew non-stop from Newfoundland to
Ireland, June 14, 1919.
36. The Zeppelin R-34 made first round trip by air over
the Atlantic from Scotland to Roosevelt Field, Long
Island, July 2-6, 1919.
37. Four Army planes started round-the-world, flight on
April 6, 1924; only three completed the trip.
38. A Navy seaplane made the first flight to Hawaii,
August 31 to September 8, 1925.
39. January 31 to February 10, 1926 Commander Ramon
Franco, Spain, flew from Spain, with stops to
Brazil.
40. The first flight to the North Pole and return May 9,
1926 by Byrd and Bennett from Spitzbergen.
41. Lindberg made first non-stop flight to Paris, May
20-21, 1927.
42. June 4-6, 1927 Chamberlain and Levine flew from New
York to Eisben, Germany.
43. May 31 to June 9, 1928 first complete crossing of
the Pacific Ocean from California to Australia by
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Klngsford-Smith and others.
44. June 17-18, 1928 first woman to cross the Atlantic,
Amelia Earhart flew from Newfoundland to Wales.
45. August 1929 Graf Zeppelin circles the globe in less
than twelve days.
46. In November 29, 1929 Byrd flew over the South Pole.
47. In 1932 J. A. Mollison of England completed the
first transatlantic solo flight from east to west,
from Ireland to New Brunswick.
48. May 20-21, 1932 Amelia Earhart made the first solo
transatlantic flight by a woman and in 1935, January
12 she made the first solo flight by a woman flier
across the Pacific, from Hawaii to California.
49. Howard Hughes, in 1939, made a record-breaking trip
around the world in slightly over three days. He
used the radio communication extensively.
D. The Development of Specific Types
50. The ultra-light plane
This type may be defined as a light plane whose h.p.
rating is under forty. The first ultra-light plane
was built in 1908 but real interest was not shown
until 1922 when it flourished for a brief period.
Since 1935 interest has been reawakened and there
are now about fifteen to twenty types now in exist-
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ence. The ultra-light plane has practical possi-
bilities for club training due to its low cost and
operating expense* Illustrative examples of the
light plane are:
a. The Demoiselle was built by Santos Dumont in
1908. This plane weighed less than 250 pounds
and had a 30 h.p. Darraco liquid cooled twin
engine*
b* The Avro Baby, built in 1919, was a 35 h.p*
green liquid cooled four-in-line engine*
c. The Farman Mosquito, a 1924 model, had a 35 h.p.
Anzani radial engine.
d. The Irwin Meteor Plane was built in 1924. It
had a 20 h.p. engine and was probably the
smallest airplane ever built to fly successfully.
e. The Mignet Pou du Ciel was powered by a 30 h.p.
Carden-Ford motor.
f. In 1936 a Belgium designed plane, the Avions
Tipsy S-l reached a top speed of 124 m.p.h.
g. In 1947 Lockheed built the Little Dipper. It
is the most recent venture in the ultra-light
field and has a 40 h.p. Continental engine.
51. The personal plane
From the first days of aviation there existed a
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demand for personal planes. The chief type used
from 1910 to about 1923 was the Bleriot monoplane.
In 1923 the first practical personal planes, known
as Moths, were built by De Havilland in quantity.
This plane was followed by a bewildering variety of
types, being chiefly monoplanes. During the last
war production was temporarily halted but now that
production is again under way the trend is toward
low-wing cabins, higher cruising speeds, and better
all around performance. Some outstanding types are:
a. The Avis BH 16 was built in 1924 and was a semi-
cantilever designed plane of Czech origin.
b. The Aeronca C-2, ancestor of the present day
Aeronca, had a cruising speed of 70 m.p.h. It
was built in 1928.
c. Glenny and Henderson built a single-seated low
priced plane having a 40 h.p. Scorpion flat twin
engine in 1929.
d. The D. H. Moth Three had a top speed of 120
m.p.h. and carried three passengers. Its wings
could be folded back for storage. It was built
in 1929.
e. One of the best ships of its time was the Warner
Monocoupe of 1930 which had a 110 h.p. radial
engine.
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f. A new four-place personal plane is the Piper Sky-
Sedan. It is of all metal construction, powered
*
with a 165 h.p. Continental engine and has a
cruising speed of 160 m.p.h. This plane first
appeared on the market in 1946.
52. Air transports
Shortly after World War I passenger airlines were
introduced using converted war planes for air trans-
port. An increasing trend was noted toward all-
metal construction and the introduction of the tri-
motor-high-wing monoplane and the tri-motor trans-
port. This was a step forward toward greater com-
fort, safety, and cruising speed. Types, up to and
including 1926, with dates of manufacture, each
being an improvement over the other, are as follows:
a. 1919 Vickers Vimy, two 355 h.p. engines, ten
passengers, top speed 100 m.p.h.
b. 1919 Farman Goliath, two 260 h.p. engines,
twelve to twenty passengers, cruising speed
75 m.p.h.
c. 1921 De Havllland DH 29, 450 h.p. engine, ten
passengers, cantilever wings.
d. 1924 Dewoltine D-14, 450 h.p. engine, eight to
ten passengers, 100 m.p.h., all-metal fuselage.
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e. 1925 Fokker, three 200 h.p. engines, eight to
ten passengers, 125 m.p.h.
,
first tri-motor
monoplane,
f. 1926 Armstrong Whitworth Argosy, three 460-510
h.p. engines, twenty passengers, crew of two,
120 m.p.h.
Lindbergh flight awakened the world to long-
distance aerial travel. This impetus caused many
daring inovations in design; particularly was there
a pronounced trend toward all-metal monoplanes.
The period from 1927 to date is highlighted by the
following types:
a. 1927 De Havilland DH 66 had a sound-proof
heated passenger cabin and a top speed of 130
m.p.h.
b. 1929 the Fokker F-32 carried 30 passengers, had
four engines and a top speed of 150 m.p.h.
c. 1934 Lockheed Electra carried ten passengers,
top speed 220 m.p.h.
d. 1935 Douglas DC 2, two 700 h.p. Wright Cyclones,
14 passengers, 210 m.p.h.
e. 1945 Douglas DC 7 G-lobemaster. It carried 108
passengers and a crew of thirteen.
f. 1946 Boeing Model 417. Thie was a feeder lines
carrier. Its top capacity was 24 passengers.
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g. 1948 The Queen Elizabeth of the air ways,
Boeing’ 6 70 ton, Stratocruiser has two decks
connected by circular stairs, a fourteen-seat
lounge and snack bar, accommodations for sixty
daytime passengers or forty-five overnight
guests.
h. 1948 The TWA Constellations are now equipped
with radar warning devices which flash a danger
signal at 2,000 feet and 500 feet from a
mountain.
53. Jet propulsion
Jet propulsion, the latest means of travel invented
by man is less than 17 years old in definable theory
and is about five years old in practical use. The
basic principle of jet reaction can be attributed to
the Alexandrian philosopher Hero. He invented an
aeolipile which was a crude steam Jet. To the
Italian, Branca, who lived in the 17th century is
given the honor of envisaging the Jet turbine. The
first patent of a self-contained turbo-jet unit was
obtained by Frank Whittle of England and his basic
design is still one of the outstanding Jet engines
today. Outstanding examples of Jet propelled air-
planes are:
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a. 1941 Gloster-Whittle had a top speed of about
375 m.p.h.
b. 1942 Bell Airacomet, top speed 450 m.p.h.
c. 1943 Messerschraltt Me* 262 A, best known German
Jet fighter, 525 m.p.h. top speed,
d. 1946 Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star, 550 m.p.h,
e. 1946 Gloster Meteor IV, top speed 626 m.p.h.
f. 1948 Douglas D-558-2 Sky Rocket. This plane
carries both a Jet engine and liquid rocket
engines and it is designed for supersonic
flight.
54. Dirigibles
The balloon preceded the airplane by about thirty
years. The first dirigible was only an elongated
gas bag with rudimentary motive and steering gear
attached. Progress was not rapid until after 1900
although some designs had been patented as early as
1875. The rigid Zeppelin with its hydrogen gas was
the forerunner of the modern airship. Dirigibles
were used for military purposes during World War I
and they were powered with a complete power plant
and propeller. Up until 1935 few, if any, airplanes
could compete with the Zeppelin in either comfort,
safety, or dependability. Dirigibles in this
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country have not proved too successful except as
Navy or coastal patrol airships and are known as a
blimp. Early and later well known dirigibles are:
a. The Haenlein, 1875. First semi-rigid one to be
built, it operated on coal gas drawn from the
envelope and was the first to use an internal
combustion engine.
b. Ritchell, in 1878, an early United States model.
It used foot power as a means of propulsion.
c. 1898 Santo 8-Dumont. First dirigible to utilize
the gasoline engine.
d. The Zeppelin, 1900, was the first successful
rigid ship. It had a frame of aluminum covered
with fabric.
e. 1906 Parseval. This was an ancestor of our
modern blimp and introduced modern type stabili-
zers and rudders.
f. The Baldwin Signal Corps I was the first United
States military airship and it had a top speed
of 25 m.p.h.
g. 1917-18 Zeppelin L 39. First to use water as
ballast and had a water recovery system from
condensed exhaust gases. It had two cars.
h. The LZ 120 Bodeusee, 1919, was the first pas-
senger airship in regular service. It was
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followed by the Shenandoah ZR 1 In 1919 and
the R-100 and R-101 of England In 1925.
I. The LZ 127 Graf Zeppelin of 1928 was 772 feet In
length and the LZ 129 Hlndenburg of 1935 was 813
feet In length.
J. In 1938 the United States Navy developed the L-
type Blimp and later the K and M types. They
were featured by a landing leg and wheel Instead
of a bump and had an additional upper vertical
fin and rudder.
55. Tailless planes
The first successful flight of a powered plane of
this type dates from 1910 when the Dunne monoplane,
the forerunner of the flying wing, first appeared.
Up to about 1931 designers of tailless planes had to
fight an up-hill battle against much antagonism for
non-conventional types. Dr. Hugo Junkers early saw
their possibilities and collaborated with others to
produce the first jet-propelled tailless fighter.
Jet propulsion opens new fields. Early examples:
a. 1910 Dunne D 6. It had a simple swept-back
wing, no vertical control surfaces and was truly
advanced in design when most planes were little
more than kites.
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b. 1926 Hill Tailless. Longitudinal and lateral
control was effected with floating ailerons or
convertors.
o. 1930 Westland-Hill Pterodactyl. Vertical con-
trol surfaces were abandoned and a tandem-wheel
rocking-cradle landing gear was introduced.
d. 1935 Waterman Arrowplane was one of the first
serious United States designs having a 95 h.p.
inverted Menasco-in-llne engine.
e. 1941 Northrop Flying Wing. It came the nearest
in design to a true flying wing.
f. 1944 Messerschmltt Me 163B. First Jet-propelled
tailless fighter, followed by the Northrop
XP-56, first tailless United States fighter.
g. 1948. A designer’s dream came true when the
Northrop YB-49, a true flying wing, Jet-
propelled, lifted from the runway.
56. Tallfirst aircraft
Many students of aviation are likely to forget that
tailfirst planes were the first airplanes to fly
both here and abroad. The Wright A biplane was a
tailfirst plane and this type was long popular with
designers up to 1911. The design petered out some-
what until about 1929 when interest was revived by
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many of the top-name companies. In reality the
tailfirst plane is the ancestor of the all-wing
airplane. Outstanding types and models:
a. 1903 Original Wright A biplane. First to make a
free man-carrying flight.
b. 1906 Santo s-Dumont 14 Bis, the first European
plane to fly. It had a floating aileron assem-
bly shaped like a box kite.
c. 1911 Blerlot Canard. It bristled with many
novel features, completely in line with latest
design practice.
d. 1931 Focke-Wulf Ente. It was so designed as to
be virtually immune to complete stall.
e. 1945 Curtis XP-55 Ascender. One of the most
recent and a good example of unconventional
design.
57. Fuselages
Fuselages first began to appear between 1907 and
1908. They were of wood with wire trusses, un-
covered or partially covered by undoped cloth.
Wood-wire truss became obsolete after World War I.
The steel tube, wire braced truss first appeared
in 1910. The first firms to use this type of con-
struction were Brequet and Vickers. A few years
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later a Dutchman, Fokker, developed the combination
welded steel tube and wire-brace truss from which
we have today the all-welded tubular truss.
58. Amphibians
The amphibians or land-water planes were at first
land planes or seaplanes to which had been attached
floats or landing wheels. They were first developed
in 1911 and followed conventional biplane construc-
tion up to 1930. After that date the monoplane
design increased in popularity. The stilted motor
mount remains constant. Some important examples:
a. 1911 Curtiss Biplane. It had a single pontoon
with fixed landing wheels.
b. 1912 Curtiss Flying Boat. Fixed landing gear
and a step-less hull.
c. 1920 Saunders Kittywake. Two 150 h.p. engines
with gravity feed fuel tanks.
d. 1924 Loening Amphibian. It marked a new ap-
proach to amphibious design.
e. 1930 Douglas Dolphin. Two 300 h.p. engines,
maximum speed 136 m.p.h.
f. 1945 Republic Seabee. One 175 h.p. engine,
balanced floats on the wing tips and a water
rudder
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59. Flying boats
This type of plane, an airplane built around a true
boat hull, was first produced in 1912. Development
has been rapid and has proceeded with little inter-
ruption to our present day Jet-propelled flying
boats. Early and modern types are:
a. 1912 Curtiss. Carried two passengers and had
an 8 h.p. engine.
b. 1914 Supermarine. The motor was completely
encowled.
c. 1924 Aeromarine E.O. Carried three passengers
and had an aluminum alloy hull.
d. 1927 Fokker B 111. An all-metal commercial
type with a top speed of 112 m.p.h.
e. 1929 Dornier Du X. First to use a flight deck
for navigation and at one time flew with 169
people on board.
f. 1935 Latecoere 521. Of French design, weighed
35 tons, and carried seventy passengers plus
crew in double-decked cabins.
g. 1947 Saunders—Roe SRA 1. The world's first
Jet-propelled flying boat.
60. Mail planes
Airplanes were first used to carry mail in 1911, but
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did not become practical until 1918 when the first
regular route was established between Washington
D. C. and New York City. The first mail planes were
converted warplanes, but in 1926 some specialized
types were developed. The mail plane was doomed
with the coming of the multi-passenger air liners
of today which are used to transport both mail and
passengers. Perhaps the only true mail plane in
existence today is the autogiro which is used to
shuttle mail from flying field to post office roof.
Some notable types of former mail planes with period
of use are the following:
1918 De Havilland
1926 Douglas M 2
1927 Stinson Detroiter
1929 Albert Postal type A-20
1930 Curtiss Carrier Pigeon 11
1933 Northrop G-amma
1939 Pitcairn Autogiro
61. Training planes
Dual control did not appear until 1910. Up to this
time early instruction in flying was largely oral
and handed down by self-taught pilots. World War I
produced the need for dual trainers but it was not
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until about 1925 that specially designed rugged
primary trainers appeared. By the outbreak of
World War II, three classes had been developed.
These are (1) the Primary Trainer, for rudimentary
instruction; (2) the Basic Trainer, for transitional
instruction and (3) the Advanced Trainer. Some
typical types of trainers are:
a. 1914 Blerlot Penguin was for short hops, al-
lowing students to get the feel of things.
b. 1915 to 1926 Curtiss JN. Best known United
States World War I trainer.
c. 1924 Junkers Type T. All-metal trainer far
advanced in design.
d. 1927 Consolidated PT-1. One of the safest and
best trainers ever produced.
e. 1936 Henschel Light Trainer. A small primary
trainer used by the Germans in building up the
Luftwaffe.
f. 1939 Auro Tutor. Chief R.A.F. trainer in World
War II.
g. 1941 Fairchild PT-23. It was one of the best
and most rugged training types used in the last
war.
h. 1948 Gloster Meteor VII is the fastest two-
seater trainer in the world. It has two
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Derwent V turbo- Jets and has an average speed of
542 m.p.h.
62* Attack planes
The attack plane first came into being during the
latter part of World War I. It was a pursuit plane
mounting a supply of fragmentation bombs slung from
external wing-racks. 1918 saw the advent of the
first armor-protected fighter and the all-metal
attack plane. After the close of the war much
attention was paid to design by all major powers.
Today attack planes are operational rather than
specific types since most military planes are
adaptable to low-level attack. Outstanding types
are ae follows:
a. 1918 Junkers T-4 Attack. The first specially
designed attack plane.
b. 1921 Junkers-Larsen JL-12. First United States
attack plane mounting thirty Thompson machine
guns for troop strafing.
c. 1936 Curtiss Y1A-18. The first United States
twin-engine attack plane.
d. 1938 Junkers JU 87. The famous German dive
bomber.
e. 1945 Douglas A-26 Invader. The last word in
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attack design. It has a remote control gun
turret.
63. Heavy bombers
They first appeared during World War I, developed
by Sikorsky, known as the Ilia Mourametz. It
carried a 1,000 pound bomb load and had a tail gun.
Improvement progressed throughout the war and the
years to follow with the greatest strides in
turrets, bomb-bays, and landing gear being made in
World War II. Some examples of early bombing planes
are:
a. 1916 Supermarine. Carried a bombardier, pilot,
and two gunners.
b. 1917 Caproni Triplane. Largest and slowest
bomber of the first war.
c. 1917 Handley Page. The ancestor of the Halifax
of today.
d. 1918 Martin Bomber. First twin-engined bomber
built in the United States with a top speed of
118 m.p.h.
e. 1924 Schneider. First all-metal twin engine
bomber, the true ancestor of the modern fighter-
bomber.
f. 1932 Boeing B-9. Best bomber of its day.
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g. 1935 Boeing 299 (XB-17). Used the nose turret
and blister turrets on the sides and top.
h. World War II produced the Halifax and Lanoaster
of England and our own Flying Fortresses which
were followed by the Boeing B-19.
I. 1948 North American XB-45. A four-jet bomber
with a speed better than 500 m.p.h.
J. The Lockheed P2V Patrol Bomber. Built in 1948
it can fly farther than any other plane in the
world today and is holder of the world's long
distance non-stop flight record. (11,236 miles)
64. Carrier-Borne craft
The first planes to take off and land on ships were
land airplanes. The first take-off was accomplished
by Eugene Ely from the U.S.S. Birmingham. The fol-
lowing year he made the first deck landing on the
U.S.S. Pennsylvania and later made the first round
trip ship-shore flight in history. Next came the
hoisting on board of the seaplane and the develop-
ment of the catapult for launching it by Captain W.
Chambers, United States Navy. In 1920 H.M.S. Eagle
was commissioned with a flight deck and it set the
pattern for all future carrier designs. The follow-
ing are some important dates well worth remembering:
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a. 1910 First deck take-off,
b. 1911 First seaplane hoist to battleship, de-
veloped by the United States Navy and Glenn
Curtiss.
c. 1912 First launching from a battleship by a
power catapult by Captain Mustin, United States
Navy in a Curtiss Flying boat.
d. 1921 First turntable catapults developed.
e. 1922 The Langley commissioned as the first
United States flat top.
f. 1947 Modern carrier planes still use the ar-
rester hook, but modern design has now reduced
landing and take-off hazards.
65. Example of the development of an airplane industry
The writer believes that the Martin Company is a
fitting example of a great airplane industry. It
is not only the oldest United States company but one
of the largest. The Martin Company originated at
Santa Anna, California in 1909 when Mr. Martin com-
pleted his first frail, crude craft and taught
himself to fly. In 1918 he moved his plant to
Cleveland, Ohio where he produced the MB series of
twin-engine bombers. These put Martin into the
ranks of the top-flight companies of the world.
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The Martin design is remarkable for its versatility
and its varying purposes. Increasing interest in
naval craft led to the moving of the company to its
present site near Baltimore, Maryland. Here have
been produced the China Clippers, Martin Bombers,
and Martin Fightere so well known during the last
war. Below are listed some of the outstanding
creations of the Martin Company:
a. 1913 First armored attack plane produced in
the United States,
b. 1913 First authentic United States Army trainer
was the Martin TT.
c. 1919 Produced the famed MB series of twin-
engine bombers.
d. 1923 Produced a tiny metal float seaplane with
folding wings for storage,
e. 1924 Built the Martin SC-2 torpedo-bomber.
f. 1928 Built the world 1 s first dive-bomber to
carry a 1,000 pound bomb load in a terminal
velocity dive.
g. 1931 The B-10 bomber was one of the all-time
highs in Martin’s record.
h. 1934 Martin M-130 The China Clipper used in
trans-Pacific air travel.
i. 1940 One of the swiftest aerial weapons, the
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B-26 Martin Marauder,
J. 1948 Produced the XB-48, one of the largest
multi-jet bombers yet built,
66. Helicopter and Autogiro
The helicopter, unlike an airplane, has no wings
and no propeller on front. After many years of
experimentation it was first flown successfully in
the 1930's. Sikorsky in 1941 flew for an hour and
one half above Stamford, Connecticut. The United
States armed forces adopted the helicopter In 1943
and since then it has developed rapidly. In place
of the propeller is an overhead device, called a
rotor, made up of long flat blades. This rotor
serves as a rotary wing and propeller and when in
motion keeps the helicopter aloft. The helicopter
is characterized by being able to rise vertically,
move forward, baokward, sideways, come straight
down or hover over one spot. One of the latest is
the Hiller J5 which uses a tail Jet created by an
engine- driven blower, for torque compensation.
Another machine, the autogiro, was first flown
successfully in 1923 in Spain, invented by Jaun de
la Cierva. It also has an overhead rotor but dif-
fers from the helicopter in that it has a propeller
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In front to drive it like an airplane. The autogiro
was introduced to the United States by Harold Pit-
cairn, who manufactured and sold a number of
machines. They are not too popular due to their
high cost to build and operate and the fact that
they fly slowly.
III. PROBABLE INDIRECT AND INCIDENTAL LEARNING PRODUCTS
A. Indirect
1. An appreciation of the ingenuity and resourcefulness
of the American people in developing its great air-
plane industry.
2. Appreciation of the part aviation has played in the
development of America*
3. Appreciation of the dependency of the American people
on the airplane.
B. Incidental
1. Understand better the problem of maintaining world
peace and the possible destruction of mankind because
of air power.
2. Know and recognize various types of airplanes in use
today.
3. Increase skill in obtaining definite and meaningful
information by independent study.
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4. Stimulate thought along the lines of future develop-
ments In aviation.
IV. THE UNIT ASSIGNMENT
A. Introduction
To arouse interest in aviation on the part of pupils the
teacher might present a talk on the modes of transporta-
tion, from the simple hollowed log to the conquest of the
air by man. She may then involve the students in a dis-
cussion centered around such topics as: types of air-
craft familiar to the students, sensations of flight by
those who have traveled by air, and the advantage of air
travel over other means of transportation. To conclude
the introduction attention may be drawn to the early
development of the airplane through the use of the film
strip, One Hundred Years of Fixed Wing Aircraft Develop-
ment (46 frames—color—1948). It shows scale models
of significant aircraft developed during the period 1803
to 1903. Included are aircraft designed by: Cayley,
Lilienthal, Chanute, Pegoud, the Wright brothers, and
Langley. It may be obtained from: Civil Aeronautics
Administration, 385 Madison Avenue, New York, 17, New
York. Pupils should be advised that questions will be
asked at the conclusion of the film strip. During the
showing of the films the teacher will point out signlfi-
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cant facts upon which the following questions will be
based:
1. What were the main points common to the construction
of nearly all the models?
2. What types of power plants were used in the models
shown?
3. Why do you think Chanute's glider was successful?
4. What notable improvement did you see in the Wright
brothers' plane over the one designed by Cayley?
5. Why do you think most of the designs would be in-
capable of carrying a man?
6. What was the usual number and shape of the wings?
7. Were propellers placed at the front or rear?
8. What did the models use for landing gear?
9. What provisions were made for carrying passengers?
10. Who designed a model that resembled a steam
carriage?
11. Which designer later had an aircraft carrier named
for him?
12. Where did the first successful flight take place?
13. What countries were foremost in the development of
the airplane?
14. What significant trends did you note in the develop-
ment of these early models?
15. What was Australia's contribution to early aviation?
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16. Can you explain why many of the early models were
commonly called ornithopter?
17. Which was the first model to fly under its own power?
18. Whose invention resembled most closely the modern
airplane?
B. Individual and Group Assignments
1. Beginnings of Aviation
Through use of The World Book Encyclopedia . Vol. I,
p. 573 and p. 139 list as many examples of winged
gods or other beings that early man believed in.
How many types can you find? Visit your local li-
brary and read an account of a legendary character
such as Daedalus or Icarus and be ready to report
on it in class. Can you find any other early ac-
counts of man's attempts to fly before 1600? Who
was Archimedes? Obtain a science book and know his
law of floating bodies.
2. Early Inventions and Flights
Airplanes fly, but don't flap their wings--Why?
Use The World Book Encyclopedia
.
Vol. 17, pp. 8499-
8501. Who was da Vinci? What is the fundamental
principle of aviation he discovered? Why was Roger
Bacon ridiculed by the scientists of his day? Look
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in The World Book Encyclopedia . Vol. I, pp. 139-143,
Encyclopedia Brltannlca . Vol, 1, pp, 22-30 and pp.
65-66, and Compton* s Pictured Encyclopedia . Vol. 1,
pp. 68-74; identify the following: Beenler, Mont-
golfier, de Rozier, Strlngfellow, Lilienthal, Santos
Dumont, and Langley. Who and what were the first
air passengers? Prepare a description of the Flug-
machlne, the Montgolfier balloon, the Venetian Blind,
and any other unusual early device for flying. Can
you obtain any old cartoons ridiculing flying? If so,
bring them to class. Cite specifically the first
military uses of aircraft by man. What is the Har-
vard Aeronautical Society? Can you find out and
report to the class any significant contributions
that the society has made to aviation?
3. Important Flights
Use The World Book Encyclopedia
.
Vol. 1, p. 144.
Who was the first to fly the English Channel? Who
made the first flight off water? Compare the time of
the first transcontinental flight with the time it
takes today. In what year did the firet loop-the-
loop take place? When and by whom was the first
complete crossing of the Pacific Ocean made? With
what nota.ble flights are the following connected:
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Chamberlain and Levine, Amelia Earhart, Alcock and
Brown, Richard Byrd, James Moll i son, Howard Hughes,
Boehm of Germany, and Ramon Franco? What two men
made the first flight in a heavier-than-air motor
driven plane? When and where was the flight made?
Draw or obtain an outline map of the world and mark
on it at least ten early important flights. Can you
mention any distance, speed, or altitude records that
have been made, and by whom?
4. Development of Specific Types
a. The ultra-light plane
Read "Mooney's Mite," Flying , May 1948, p. 19.
What is an ultra-light plane? What 8.re its
practical possibilities? Can you name some
modern types? The Demoiselle, Avro Baby, Irwin
Meteor, and the Farman Mosquite were early
examples of ultra-light planes. Be prepared to
describe to the class any particular character-
istics of each plane.
b. The personal plane
Use Compton' s Pictured Encyclopedia . Vol. 1, pp.
91a-92. Why has the demand for the personal
plane persisted? What is the modern trend?
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What outstanding types can you name? Can you
Identify the Aeronca and Piper Cub? If you have
a picture or model bring it to class.
c. Air transports
Refer to Encyclopedia Brltannlca , Vol. 29-30, pp.
42-48. What changes have taken place and what
are the possibilities of the future because of
the increase in air transportation? How close
are we to the rest of the world because of the
air transport? What type of construction is
being stressed by airplane companies today? What
about the passenger's comfort and safety? Obtain
literature from some of our well known trans-
portation companies. Check the air routes, the
services they offer and any other item of impor-
tance. Trace the growth of the transport from
1919 to the present day. Identify DC 7, Con-
stellation, and Stratocruiser.
d. Jet propulsion
Read the article in the Reader's Digest , January
1949, "Daring Young G-enlus of Jet Propulsion. H
In this article you will learn about the man who
created the first successful Jet engine and thus
made possible planes that probably will exceed
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the speed of sound. To whom is the basic prin-
ciple of Jet propulsion attributed? Can you name
the three main types of jet propulsion in use
today? How does Jet propulsion operate? What
are the main advantages and disadvantages of Jet
propulsion? How did World War II hasten its
advent to modern aviation? What do we mean by
supersonic speeds? Explain to the class by means
of a simple diagram the principle of Jet propul-
sion. What are some of the future possibilities
of Jet propulsion? Read the article, HJet Pro-
pulsion: the U. S. Is Behind," Fortune , Septem-
ber 1946, Vol. 34, p. 141. Do you agree with
this article in light of recent developments?
Explain.
e. Dirigibles
Read in the National Geographic Magazine for
July 1943, how the Navy uses blimps. Obtain a
oopy of National Geographic Magazine , January
1936; report on the balloon flight of Stevens
and Anderson. Why are balloons better than
kites for studying weather? Suppose you had a
balloon and could fill it with heated air, hy-
drogen, or helium; which would you choose?
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Write a short paragraph telling why. Why did
men want to go up into the stratosphere? Why
haven’t dirigibles proved too successful in this
country? Who was Count Zeppelin? Can you name
some of the best known zeppelins? What is the
chief difference between a balloon, a blimp,
and a dirigible? Name some early and modern
types. Write a brief report on the experience
of the United States Navy with dirigibles.
f . Tailless planes
Read the article, "Wing," in Skyways , February
1948, p. 37. What is meant by a tailless plane?
When did the first one make a successful flight?
Why was there so much criticism against flying
wings? Report on the life of Hugo Junkers of
Germany and his contributions to this type of
craft. What country was the first to make use
of the tailless plane as a fighter, as a trans-
port? What do you know of the Northrop YB-49?
g. Tallf irst aircraft
Obtain a copy of Skyways , October 1947, and read
the article, "The Third Ten," p. 29. Find a
picture of the Wright A biplane. Was it a tail-
first aircraft? Why did this type become unpopu-
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.
lar and when? Has interest in the type been re-
vived? In what way did Santo s-Dumont 1 s plane
resemble a kite? In 1931 Focke-Wulf built the
Ente. What was its chief advantage? Look up
and make a short report on the Curtis XP-55
Ascender,
h. Fuselages
In Aviation , Vol. 2, pp. 159-166 you will find
information on this topic. What is the fuselage?
Why is it so important in modern airplane design?
When did they first appear? Check on early de-
signs with those of today. What noticeable dif-
ferences do you find? Visit a museum if possible
and notice the covering of our early fuselages.
What company developed the welded steel tube and
wire-brace truss?
i. Amphibian
Use The World Book Encyclopedia , Vol. 1, p. 125.
Look up the meaning of the word amphibian. Can
you tell why some aircraft have been appropriately
named amphibians? When were they first developed?
About what year was the conventional biplane
succeeded by the monoplane type? What company
pioneered the amphibian plane? Compare the
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Curtiss Flying Boat of 1912 with the 1945 Repub-
lic Seabee. What are the chief advantages and
disadvantages of amphibians?
J. Flying boats
Read the article, "Mallard Means Business,"
Skyways
,
November 1948, pp. 20-22. What is the
main distinction between an amphibian and a
flying boat? When were they first produced?
What company first used the aluminum alloy hull?
Check in any good encyclopedia for an account
of the Dormier DuX. List its chief characteris-
tics and how it compares with the flying boats
of the 1940's, What well known American types
can you name? Obtain a solid model of one and
bring it to class; be ready to give a complete
description. Has Jet propulsion been Introduced
in flying boats? If so, by whom? When?
k. Mail planes
Refer to Travel by Air . Land , and Sea , by Hanson
Hart Webster, Houghton Mifflin Company, pp, 63-
70. Where and when was the first regular air-
plane route in United States started? Were they
ever used before this? When? Where? What
doomed the mail plane? Can you find an account
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of the mail planes and pilots of the late 1920’s
and early 1930’s? What is the only true mail
plane in use today? How is air mail carried at
the present time? Advantages of such transporta-
tion? Make a list of the types of mail planes
formerly used by the United States Post Office
Department.
1. Training planes
An interesting article, ’’Development of the
Trainer” may be found in Air Trails
,
August 1946,
pp. 44-45. When did dual control first appear?
Up to this time what was the general accepted
practice for training new pilots? From your
encyclopediae can you obtain the names of the
first ten United States pilots? What well known
United States Air General was among the first to
receive his license? What three classes of
trainers were used chiefly during World War II?
Can you name the best known United States World
War I trainer? What was the first all-metal
trainer? What trainer did the Germans use to
build up their Luftwaffe? What is the fastest
two-seater trainer as of 1948? Is it Jet pro-
pelled?
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m. Attack planes
Use Encyclopedia Brltannlca
,
Vol. 29-30, pp. 69-
73, and Compton 1 s Pictured Encyclopedia , Vol. 1,
pp. 74a-74d. What Is an attack plane? How many
variations has it? When did it first come into
use? Why are they operational today rather than
specific in type? Can you name the first United
States attack plane? Name the first United
States twin-engine attack plane. What plane is
probably the last word in attack design today?
Why were the famous dive bombers of the Germans
so successful during World War II?
n. Heavy bombers
The article, "Air Victory Over Japan," Flying ,
February 1946, pp. 51-92, will be helpful in the
study of bombers. Where and when did they first
make their appearance? What was Sikorsky’s con-
tribution? How have turrets, bomb-bays and
landing gear progressed in late years? What
plane carried the first bombardier? The Caproni
was the largest plane of World War I; compare it
with our B-29s of World War II. What plane is
the true ancestor of our modern fighter bomber?
List five or more types used successfully in
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World War II. Talk with an air force bomber
pilot, gunner, or bombardier of World War II to
get a clear picture of what a large modern bomber
is like. Pass in a report on your findings. How
has jet propulsion increased the speed of today's
bombers. Find out what you can about the Lock-
heed P2U. What records does It hold?
o . Carrier-borne aircraft
Use the Encyclopedia Brltannlca
,
Vol. 29-30, pp.
65-66. Why were the first planes to take off and
land on ships land airplanes? What United States
naval craft played a large part in early experi-
ments? What is a catapult? G-lve its advantages
and disadvantages? What country had the first
ship with a flight deck? When did the first
deck take-off occur? Name two or more United
States pioneer navy pilots. What and when was
the first United States flat top? List several
well known United States carriers and the part
they have played in history.
p. Development of an airplane industry
Consult The World Book Encyclopedia , Vol. 1, pp.
132-134. Write out a brief history of some well
known airplane company. You may choose your own,
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but it is suggested that you choose one of nation-
al prominence such as the Martin Company. List
ten or more examples of their superiority in
their particular field.
q. Helicopter and Autoglro
Read the article, "The Helicopter Comes of Age,"
Business Week, January 25, 1947. Also use The
World Book Encyclopedia , Vol. 1, pp. 555 to 556.
What is a helicopter? How does it differ from
an autogiro? What are the chief characteristics
of the helicopter? When was it first flown suc-
cessfully? Who is the helicopter’s chief propo-
nent in the United States? When and by whom
was the first autogiro invented? What are its
chief characteristics? Who introduced it to the
United States? Why is it not too popular? In
what way does rotatlng-wing aircraft afford con-
venience? Afford safety in traffic and in in-
clement weather?
C. Optional Related Activities
1. Plan a trip to a nearby airfield.
Visit an airfield in or near your home town and be
ready to give an oral report to the class. During
your visit note how the hangars are constructed. Is
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there a wind directional indicator? How many runways
are there? Of what are they constructed and in what
direction are they faced? Is there a repair shop?
How are the planes stored in the hangars? Do you
think the public address system adequate? Notice how
planes take off or come in for landings. Jot down in
a notebook the things which impress you the most,
2. Show how the airplane may aid science and the farmer
in the production of rain.
Read the article, HHow to make it rain,” Reader* s
Digest , November, 1947, In times of drought the
farmer prays for rain and many methods have been
tried to produce it. Now the airplane and dry ice
have solved the problem under certain conditions.
Report your findings to the class by answering the
following questions: What conditions are necessary
for the production of rain? Who is Colonel Ellison
and what experiments did he perform? What other
countries have carried on experiments? How may the
army use the airplane and dry ice to blind the enemy?
What were the Chickasha, Oklahoma results? What types
of clouds are needed? How may Switzerland increase
its hydroelectric potentialities with such experi-
ments?
3. Write a prophecy of aviation conditions twenty years
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hence.
Our world is an ever changing one. Air transporta-
tion holds the Interest of all civilized peoples;
it has many possibilities. With the guiding ques-
tions below project your thoughts into the future.
How high have planes flown? How high will they fly?
Is the sub- stratosphere good for flying? Will people
be able to travel safely there? How can the effect
of high altitudes on people be overcome? What types
of planes will fly in the sub- stratosphere? Why
will take-off and landings need to be Improved? What
will be the work of the future pilot? Will there be
a need for pilots on all planes? What will the air-
ports of the future be like? Will rocket space ships
be common? Will Wilkin’s dream of volitation to the
moon be possible? How many passengers will the
future air transport carry? What will it look like?
What will the probable cruising speeds of the average
airplanes be? What will be the supply and cost of
planes to the average person? Will private planes
become as common as the automobile? Will tropical
fruits and flowers be available at low cost in ourA
stores?
4. Build a model airplane; explain and demonstrate its
flight to the class.
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Visit a hobby shop, toy shop, or five-and-ten-cent
store in your community to obtain an airplane kit.
This kit will contain a drawing of a completed plane,
plans, and a set of directions. In the package you
will also find several sticks of balsa wood, glue,
dope, paper, rubber bands, metal hooks, and wire.
Follow the directions carefully, keeping the plan of
the plane at hand at all times. A good razor blade
or pen knife will be of value in cutting and shaping
the pieces. Assemble your plane slowly and care-
fully since the pieces are small and require much
patience in fitting together. It might be well to
choose a one wing plane simple in design such as a
Beechcraft or a Gruman fighter. When the plane is
complete bring it to class and point out its princi-
pal features such as its type, wing and fuselage con-
struction, type of propeller, and power plant. With
permission fly it in the gym or auditorium.
5. Make a collection of air mail stamps of the world.
If you are a stamp collector look over your collec-
tion and sort out your airmail stamps to be made up
into a topical collection of the world. These should
be arranged as to depict the early history of air-
planes to the present day. Many good examples may
be found on the stamps of the United States, such
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as zeppelins, Wright brothers’ plane, Lindberg’s
plane, China Clippers, and modern transports.
Famous flights may be found on the stamps of New-
foundland, Australia, and Russia. Air stamps of
Canada, Mexico, and Argentina are noted for their
allegorical figures of flight. Other well known
countries depict seaplanes, bombers, amphibians,
trainers, blimps, and balloons. How many such stamps
do you have in your collection?
6. Bring a compass to class; explain how it works and
its value to the pilot.
According to the Civil Air Regulations an airplane is
required to be equipped with a magnetic compass if
the airplane is to fly more than 100 miles beyond a
fixed base. Could you Justify the above statement
to the class? What are the points of the compass?
Show the class how to find the direction of the
points accurately. Explain why the compass needle
always points north, and why certain elements may
affect it. Is the compass universal and practical
for airplanes? What is its principal use? Do the
compass variations at different points on the earth’s
surface vary from year to year? If they do would you
add east variations or subtract west variations?
Where should the compass be located in the airplane?
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Why? What is meant by the lubber's line? What is a
compensator and how is it used? How can oscilla-
tions be reduced in the compass?
7. Report on how atmospheric moisture affects the fore-
casting of weather for aviation.
The following questions will aid you in making your
report to the class: What are clouds? What instru-
ment is used to determine the relative humidity of
the atmosphere? Are dew point and temperature im-
portant to the pilot? When does hail fall? What
are fogs? Is there more than one kind of fog? How
many types of clouds are there? What are the two
types of thunderstorm? What are some of the types
of air movement which concern the pilot? Should
flight be attempted in or near a thunderstorm? What
is one of the greatest hazards of flight? A good
reference book on the above topic is Aviation , by
Wright and others, American Technical Society,
Chicago, Illinois.
8. Look in the current World Almanac and find data on
the growth of air cargo for the past five years.
Draw a two-color bar graph to show the pounds of
domestic air express and freight, and pounds of
express and freight shipped by air to other countries
and territories. Use this graph for a discussion
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of: (1) Reasons for growth of air cargo over past
five years, (2) Possible extent of air cargo trans-
port during war, and (3) Advantages to business in
normal times of air cargo,
9. Demonstrate and explain what keeps the airplane
aloft.
Read Science in Daily Life, Trafton and Smith, J. B,
Lippincott Company, Chicago, pp. 292-293. An air-
plane flies on much the same principle as does a
kite in the air. When a boy flies a kite how does
he get it in the air? Does the velocity of the wind
equal the speed with which the boy runs? Notice the
power of wind on windmill vanes. How are the wings
of a plane designed? Which side is convex? What
reduces the air pressure above the wing? If one
lifting effect is due to air pressure on the under
surface of the wings what causes the other lifting
effect? What furnishes the power to keep the plane
in the air? Demonstrate to the class how air lifts
a curved surface. Materials: Book, sheet of paper.
Directions: Crease the paper in the middle, cross-
wise. Fold it. Curve one-half of the paper to make
it convex. Place the flat half inside the cover of
a book, with the folded edge near the edge of the
cover, and the convex part lying above the cover.
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Blow on the folded edge of the paper, so that the
breath passes over the curved half sheet. Why does
the sheet rise?
10. Describe and explain the use of a parachute.
Bring an umbrella to class; open the umbrella high
above your head and close it quickly. Notice how
difficult it is to do this. Can you explain why?
From what materials are parachutes made? Why are the
materials left untreated? What part of the parachute
is strapped to the Jumper’s body? What are the
standard measurements and weight? How is the pack-
ing done? Why? What is a pilot’ chute? What holds
the pack together? How is the parachute opened?
Why is a vent placed in the top of the parachute? In
what way can the Jumper guide his descent? In your
study of parachutes have you noticed any improvements
or safety features since the manufacture of the first
one? Explain. Can you name any other uses of para-
chutes other than to enable fliers to escape from
airplanes? Use for reference Compton* s Pictured
Encyclopedia . Vol. 11, pp. 62-63.
11. Report on the history of soaring.
At the beginning of soaring in this country what was
the longest flight made? In what year did the first
glider meet ta.ke place and where? In what year was
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modern soaring introduced in America? In what three
countries was soaring actively sponsored by the
governments? In what year, city, and state was the
first soaring meet held in America? Name the types
of soaring. Name the types of gliders. Of what
materials are most gliders constructed? How many
launching methods are there? In what way has
soaring contributed to aviation? For reference use
Travel By Air , Land , and Sea , Hanson Hart Webster,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, pp. 25-29.
12. Build your own Jet engine and demonstrate it in
class.
Many years ago a scientist named Hero of Alexandria
invented a small steam engine based on the Jet pro-
pulsion idea. He drilled several holes around the
back end of a cylinder. Then he forced steam through
the front end. Hero's machine was not built to go
forward; instead, the force inside the cylinder spun
the engine round and round. You can build yourself
an engine of this type in a few minutes. Materials
needed: tin can, ice pick or nail, and a piece of
string. Cut the top off the tin can. Bore about
sixteen holes on the circumference around the bottom
of the can. As you punch each hole, pry the instru-
ment to the right, so that every hole faces in the
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same direction. Next, punch two holes near the top
of the can, directly opposite each other. Run a
length of string through each hole and join them
about ten inches above the mouth of the can. To
demonstrate your engine hold it by the string under
a water faucet. Regulate the flow of water from the
tap so that just as much water goes in the can as
comes out. Notice how the can twists. What causes
the backward kick of the can? Why does the action
of the water cause the can to spin?
Below are listed many more optional related activities
which may be undertaken by one or more pupils.
The teacher should prepare a separate study and ac-
tivity guide containing references, suggestions, and guiding
questions patterned after the foregoing optional related
activities.
15.
Construct models of early planes.
14. Conduct a model airplane meet.
15. Make a report on the use of the airplane in rescue
at sea and in the control of plagues.
16. How does the international date line affect Pacific
air travel?
17. Build a model airport and planes to scale.
. Set up a post office in the classroom; weigh and
charge for freight, express, and mail.
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19. Prepare a table of costs which are involved in op-
erating an airline; for example, personnel, equip-
ment, and fuel. Work out problems on these costs.
20. Make a cardboard measuring collar to fit a globe for
studying great circle flying,
21. Set up a circulating library of pupil-owned books
and pamphlets. These may be placed in a file made
from an orange crate.
22. Organize a group assembly on aviation for presenta-
tion to the class.
23. Girls: Prepare an oral report on the Job of a stew-
ardess.
24. Boys: Prepare an oral report on the Job of a pilot.
25. Make a survey of your community; make a map to show
possible airfield locations.
26. Discuss how loran and radar will aid the future de-
velopment of aviation.
27. Read time zone maps and show how time zones affect
airplane schedules.
28. Make a list of goods we enjoy today that we probably
did not have ten years ago due to inadequate air
transportation.
29. Prepare a report on the life of Sikorsky.
30. Report on the possible uses of the helicopter to a
community.
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31. Write a letter to the Air Mail 3ervice, United
States Pos t Office Department, Washington, D. C. re-
questing maps which show national and international
air mail routes. Summarize and report to the class.
32. Arrange on the bulletin board a display of plans of
future planes.
33. Gather newspaper clippings and magazine articles on
information concerning sub- stratosphere flying.
34. Prepare a report on the Flying Santa Claus of New
England.
35. On an outline map of Alaska show air routes in red
and railroad lines in blue. Which go farther into
the interior?
36. Imagine you are a wealthy farmer in the Argentine;
give as many reasons as you can for owning a pri-
vate plane.
37. Prepare a report on the life of da Vinci, showing
not only his importance to aviation, but also his
other contributions to humanity.
38. List kinds of business and industry that would
probably find shipments by air particularly useful.
39. Discuss how the speed of living today has changed
from the way people traveled one hundred years ago.
40. List new vocations which have resulted from the in-
creased use of the airplane.
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41. Study and write a discussion on how the use of the
airplane aids the farmer.
42. Dramatize the life of a great navigator.
43. Bring in booklets, scrapbooks and pictures that you
have accumulated for this study.
44. Look up and read the poem, H Darius Green and His
Flying Machine” by J. T. Trowbridge.
45. Make a collection of first flight covers.
46. Develop a time line to show how close cities are by
air.
47. Illustrate a booklet on aviation vocabulary.
48. Keep a weather record for one week and discuss in
class the possibilities of air travel for each day.
49. Select a book on aviation and prepare a book report.
50. If you have made a trip by air give an oral report
to the class on your experiences.
51. Report on the radio beam.
52. Collect air transport insignia.
53. Make up your own ”Who's Who” in aviation.
54. Dramatize with a group an event in the history of
aviation.
55. Construct a box kite and explain to the class why
it will fly.
56. Make a scrapbook on the various types of planes.
57. Discuss aviation rules, such as number of feet
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planes are to fly over cities and towns.
58. Study and discuss costs and location of recent air
field projects.
59. Discuss the sending of perishable goods by air.
60. Make oral and written reports of daily airplane
news.
61. G-ive reasons why America must develop international
air lines and stay in the foreground in aviation.
62. Find out how international commercial aviation will
lead to greater cooperation and understanding among
the peoples of the earth.
63. Talk with an aviator, getting his viewpoint on air
travel.
64. Report on the life of the Wright brothers.
65. Bring to class for the bulletin board pictures
showing various types of planes, such as the series
of twenty put out by Coca Cola Bottling Company.
66. Read airline maps showing distances and routes.
67. Read and interpret weather maps.
68. Write to airlines for time tables, pamphlets and
other information.
69. Make bulletin on aviation news.
70. Study a pole-centered map.
71. Develop a vocabulary of terms used in aviation, such
as altimeter, anemometer, compass, fuel gauges, and
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hygrometer,
72. Prepare a chart to show the time saving element by
traveling by plane,
73. Compare the cost and time of sending letters,
clothes, and food by plene with other means of trans-
portation.
74. Report on how aviation has contributed to the con-
trol of fire, disaster, pests, and disease.
75. Compare the speed, capacity and safety of modern
planes with those of esrly days.
76. Discuss ways in which growth of commercial and
military aviation affected the growth of our nation.
77. Find the shortest air routes between major cities
of the world by using maps and globes.
78. Discuss the part aviation played in the recent war.
79. Discuss the use of air transportation in regions
that become Isolated during winter storms.
80. Construct graphs to show the cost of various methods
of transportation, such as by train, automobile,
boat as compared with airplane.
81. Make a class scrapbook of aviation clippings from
current magazines and newspapers.
82. Prepare an aviation quiz game for participation by
the class.
. Make a collection of poems about airplanes and83
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flying.
84. Prepare an outline polar map; project on it flights
of your own.
85. Illustrate your favorite aviation story or poem.
86. Draw and cut out silhouettes of planes.
87. Make a soap model carving of an airplane.
88. Make drawings showing progress in aviation from
Icarus to the present day.
89. Paint a mural, frieze or blackboard border depict-
ing aviation.
90. Draw a map of the United States. Show what each
state contributes to the manufacture of airplanes.
91. Make crossword puzzles of aviation terms on a
drawing of a large plane.
92. Make a simple graph to show the difference between
air distance and surface distance of other modes
of travel.
93. How do different systems of money affect commercial
aviation?
94. Explain to the class the meaning of ram- Jet and
turbo-jet.
95. G-ive reasons why perishables, clothing and Jewelry
are sent by air express.
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V. TESTS
The test contained in this unit is not the best form
to use since all the items pertaining to a certain phase of
the delimitation should be measured at one time in their
proper sequence to the items. It is perhaps best to use one
type of test only.
The teacher is cautioned in making her test for diag-
nostic purposes, both before and after the unit, that these
tests are used here chiefly for illustrative purposes to aid
her in building various tests over the unit.
The letter and number in parenthesis which follows
each question in the following tests refers to the letter
and number of the delimitation item tested.
True—False Test
Place a circle around the number of the statements
that are true. All those not marked will be regarded as
false.
1. Icarus taught Daedalus how to fly. (A—7)
2. Nero entertained the Roman public with attempts of man
to fly. ( A-8
)
3. Da Vinci made a successful flight in the middle cen-
turies by means of a set of wings. (B-10)
4. The Montgolfier brothers built the first tailfirst air-
plane. (E-13)
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5. The French were the first to use aircraft for military
purposes. (B-15)
6. Lindberg was the first person to fly the Atlantic Ocean.
(0-41)
7. The first woman to cross the Atlantic Ocean by airplane
was Amle Mollison. (C-4S)
8. An airplane has been flown around the world in less than
ten days. (C-49)
9. The personal plane has never been popular. (D-51)
10. The Douglas Corporation has done much experimental work
with cargo planes. (D-52)
11. The basic principle of Jet reaction can be attributed to
the philosopher, Hero. (B-53)
12. The failure of the United States to supply Germany with
helium was the reason for the decline in the manufacture
of dirigibles in that country. (D-54)
13. The Wright plane had no fuselage. (D-57)
14. The Republic Seabee is a new fast attack plane. Jet
propelled. (D-58)
15. The mail plane proved inadequate due to the poor quality
of air mail pilots. (D-60)
16. Trainer planes first appeared in World War II. (D-61)
17. The Douglas Invader was a well known attack plane of
World War II. (D-62)
. The first aircraft carrier was the U.S.S. Lexington. (D-64)18
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19. The China Clippers were built by the Martin Company
(D-65)
t
20, The first autogiro was invented by an American. (D-66)
Multiple Choice Test
Place a circle around the letter of your choice which
best completes the statement.
1 . One of the earliest recorded flights was made by ( A-2)
(a) The Monk Elmer
(b) Etana
(c) Archytas of Tarentum
2. The first air traveller was a (B-13)
(a) Cock
(b) Man
(c) Cow
3. The Venetian Blind was built by (B-21)
(a) Cayley
(b) Da Vinci
(c) Phillips
4. The first successful flight by air in America was made
by (B-24)
(a) Lindberg
(b) Wright brothers
(o) Wiley Post
5. The first flight to the North Pole and return was made
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by (C-40)
(a) Byrd and Bennett
(b) Post and G-atty
(c) Santo s-Dumont
6, The first complete trans-Pacific crossing in an airplane
was made by (C-43)
(a) Kingsford-Smith
(b) Byrd
(o) Franco
7. The most recent ultra-light plane is the (D-50)
(a) Avro Baby
(b) Little Dipper
(c) Mosquito
8. The flight that awakened the world to long distance
travel was made by (D-52)
(a) Mollison
(b) Chamberline and Levine
(c) Lindberg
9. The Constellation is a (D-52)
(a) Bomber
(b) Flying boat
(c) Air transport
10. The first patent ever issued for a jet-turbo engine
was to (D-53)
(a) Whittle
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11. The foremost country in development of the dirigible was
(D-54)
(a) Great Britain
(b) United States
( c ) Germany
12. The best known flying wing is built by (D-55)
(a) Stinson
(b) Northrop
(c) Lockheed
13. The first airplanes were (D-56)
(a) Biplanes
(b) Triplanes
(c) Monoplanes
14. Early airplanes lacked a (D-57)
(a) Fuselage
(b) Wings
(c) Propeller
15. The first flying boat to use a flight deck was the (D-59)
(a) Fokker B 111
(b) China Clipper
(c) Dormier Du X
16. The first pilot to complete a deck take-off was (D-64)
(a) Ely
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(b) Chambers
(c) Langley
17. The Martin Company is best known for its (D-65)
(a) Trainers
(b) Helicopters
(c) Bombers
18. In place of a propeller the helicopter uses (D-66)
(a) Airfoils
(b) A rotor
(c) Ailerons
19. The plane most successful in landing on buildings is a
(D-66)
(a) Helicopter
(b) Glider
(c) Clipper
20. The inventor of the autogiro is (D-66)
(a) Pitcairn
(b) De la Cierva
(c) Stringfellow
Completion Test
Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word or words
which will complete the statement.
Solomon is said to have given a vessel wherein
one could traverse air. (A-4)
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2. discovered the law of floating bodies. (A-6)
3. John Wilkins wrote of the possibilities of reaching the
by volitation. (A-9)
4. A well known scientist,
,
wrote, "Some day man
will fly. M (B-ll)
5. Balloons were first used in the United States for war
purposes during the War. (B-16)
6. The flugraachine was invented by
,
a Viennese.
(B-17)
7. The present Air Age began with the first successful air-
plane flight by in the year
.
(B-24)
B. made the first transcontinental flight. (C-31)
9. Amelia was the first woman to cross both the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans by air. (C-48)
10. A plane having a horsepower rating of 40 h.p. or under
is an
.
(D-50)
11. Jet propelled fighters were first used by the
in World War II. (D-53)
12. The latest means of travel invented by man is
.
(D-53)
13. The has been of great help to the United States
Navy for coastal patrol. (D-54)
14. The tailfirst plane is the ancestor of the
___.
( D-56
)
15. The first airmail route was between and
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(D-60)
16. Dual control did not appear until about 1910, when
planes were introduced. (D-61)
17. The Germans were the first to use bombers in
World War II. (D-62)
18. The Halifax and were well known British heavy-
bombers. (D-63)
19. Early propulsion of airplanes from ships was by
.
(D-64)
20. A plane that can go straight up and come straight down
is a
. ( D-66
)
Matching Test
A
In the parentheses in column 1 place the number of the
statement in column 2, which will best match the word in
column 1.
Column 1 Column 2
( ) 1 . Hero (D-53) 1 . Flew across English Channel,
( ) 2. Da Vinci (B-10) 1909
( ) 3. Wright (B-24) 2. Alexandrian philosopher
( ) 4. Bleriot (C-29) 3. Made analysis of the way birds
( ) 5. Pegoud (C-32) flew
4. First to loop-the-loop
. Discovered law of floating5
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Column 1 Column 2
bodies
6. Made first deck take-off
7. First to make a free man flight
In the parentheses in
B
column 1 place the number of the
statement in column 2, which will best match the word in
column 1.
Column 1 Column 2
( ) 1. Northrop (D-55) 1. Last word in attack design
( ) 2. Boeing (D-66) 2. First to fly to Boston Light
( ) 3. Helicopter (D-62) and return
( ) 4. Douglas Invader 3. Queen Elizabeth of the Air-ways
(D-62) 4. Plane Immune to complete stall
( ) 5. de Rozier (B-14) 5. First to reach the South Pole
( ) 6* Santo s-Dumont 6. Flew box-kite plane
(B-25) 7. Best known German Jet-fighter
( ) 7. Stratocruiser 8. Ultra-light plane
( D-52
)
9. Hiller J 5
( ) 8. China Clipper 10. Well known English plane
(D-65) 11. Uses arrester hook
( ) 9. Messerschmitt 12. Flying wing
262 (D-53) 13. Flying boat
( ) 10. Focke-Wulf 14. First man to ascend in a
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Column 1 Column 2
ente (D-56) balloon
( ) 11. G-rahame-White 15. Best bomber of its day
(B-28
)
( ) 12. Carrier plane
( D-64)
C
In the parentheses in column 1 place the number of
the statement in column 2, which will best match the word
in column 1.
Column 1 Column 2
( ) 1. Archimedes(A-6) 1.
( ) 2. Hermes (A-l) 2.
( ) 3. Valkyres (A-l) 3.
( ) 4. Elmer (A-9)
( ) 5. Besnier ( B—12 ) 4.
( ) 6. Bacon (B-ll) 5.
( ) 7. Ayres (B-20) 6.
( ) 8. Chanute (B-22)
( ) 9. Fokker (D-57) 7.
( ) 10. Curtiss (B-26)
( ) 11. Alcock and 8.
Brown (C-35) 9.
( ) 12. Douglas Sky 10.
Fuselage designer
Designed a glider
Flew non-stop Newfoundland to
Ireland, 1919
Designed helicopter in 1885
Uses liquid rocket engines
111 fated United States zeppe-
lin
Largest and slowest plane of
World War I
Messenger of the Roman Gods
Tried to fly with paddles
G-erman dive bomber
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Column 1 Column 2
11. Designed catapult
12. Jumped from the top of a tower
13. Ridiculed by scientists
14. Trainer plane
15. First to land plane on water
16. Ill-fated German zeppelin
17. Messenger of the Greek Gods
18. Gods of the Norsemen
19. Greek mathematician
20. Largest and slowest plane of
World War II
D
Place in the parentheses in Column 1 the number in
Column 2 which will best identify the specific type of
plane. You may use the same number more than once.
Column 1 Column 2
( ) 1. Demoiselle (D-50) 1. Transport
( ) 2. Hiller J-5 (D-66) 2. Dirigible
( ) 3. Piper Sky Sedan (D-51) 3. Personal plane
( ) 4. Douglas Dolphin (D-58) 4. Amphibian
( ) 5. Gloster Meteor (D-61) 5. Bomber
( ) 6. Douglas Globemaster 6. Ultra-light plane
(D-52) 7. Tailless plane
Rocket (D-53)
( ) 13. Shennandoah
(D-54)
( ) 14. Caproni (D-63)
( ) 15. Chambers
(D-64)
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( ) 7
( ) 8
( ) 9
( ) 10
( ) 11
( ) 12
( ) 13
( ) 14
( ) 15
( ) 16
Column 1
Graf Zeppelin (D-54)
Stinson Detroiter (D-60)
TWA Constellation (D-52)
Northrop Flying Wing
(D-55
)
R-101 (D-54)
Column 2
8. Helicopter
9* Flying boat
10. Mall plane
11. Carrier-borne aircraft
12. Trainer
Lockheed Little Dipper
(D-50
Aeronca (D-51)
Flying Fortress (D-63)
Halifax (D-63)
Waterman Arrowplane
(D-55)
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VI. KEY TO TEST
True—False Test
1. False 8. True 15. True
2. True 9. False 16. False
3. False 10. True 17. True
4. False 11. True 18. False
5. True 12. True 19. True
6 . False 13. True 20. False
7. False 14. False
Multiple Choice Test
1 . b 8. c 15. c
2. a 9. c 16. a
3. c 10. a 17. c
4. b 11. c 18. b
5. a 12. b 19. a
6 . a 13. a 20. b
7. b 14. a
Completion Test
1. Queen of Sheba 6. Degen
2. Archimedes 7. Wright brothers 1903
3. Moon 8. Rogers
4. Roger Bacon 9. Earhart
10. Ultra-light5. Civil War
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11. Germans 16. Training
12. Jet propulsion 17. Dive
13. Blimp 18. Lancaster
14. All-wing airplane 19. Catapult
15. Washington—New York 20. Helicopter
Matching: Test
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
1. (12) 5.
2. (15) 6.
3. (9) 7.
4. (1) 8.
1. (19) 6.
2. (17) 7.
3. (18) 8.
4. (12) 9.
• (9) 10.
A
(2)
(3)
(7)
(1)
(4)
B
(14) 9. (7)
(6) 10. (4)
(3) 11. (2)
(13) 12. (11)
C
(13) 11. (3)
(4) 12. (5)
(2) 13. (6)
(1) 14. (?)
(15) 15. (11)5
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D
1 . ( 6 ) 7 . ( 2 ) 13 . ( 3 )
2 . ( 8 ) 8 . ( 10 ) 14 . ( 5 )
3 . ( 3 ) 9 . ( 1 ) 15 . ( 5 )
4 . ( 4 ) 10 . ( 7 ) 16 . ( 7 )
5 . ( 12 ) 11 . ( 2 )
6 . ( 1 ) 12 . ( 6 )
• 51 • V
(e) . .8 • S
(a) • ex (I) .6
(V) .0 * .01 (*) . :
1
(2) .11 (21) .5
.21 (1)
CHAPTER III
SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS
In the paragraphs that follow are suggested possible
ways to introduce an aviation unit which the teacher could
delete or expand to her own particular group or situation.
Obtain the services of a pilot or former pilot of
your community. Have him give a talk or demonstration.
Ask him to stress the care taken to insure safety in flying,
the training of pilots and the types of planes. Question
and answer period.
Procure a good sound movie in black and white or
color preferred. Before showing of the film the teacher
should present a brief introductory talk. Show the film
once for orientation and the second time to point out speci-
fic items. Follow with a question and answer period.
If there are boys or girls who are interested in model
airplanes, contact them previously to bring in a sample of
their handicraft. They should be prepared to demonstrate and
explain their model, giving a short talk on its construction,
parts of the plane, history of the development of the model
and any other interesting facts.
There are a great many people interested in gas-model
airplanes. Probably there is a club in your community com-
posed of adults and children. Arrange with the club to have
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one of Its members meet with you and your class on the school
playground. The club member would then proceed to explain
features of the plane, its construction, and the motor, fol-
lowed by a demonstration of take-off and landing. Return to
the classroom, which has previously been given the proper
aviation atmosphere. A question period and discussion should
take place and plans for the unit discussed.
Discuss early methods of transportation; use pictures,
the delineascope or opaque projector. Gradually lead your
discussion up to the airplane and its latest developments.
Prepare a mimeographed list of aviation terms and
instruct the students to evaluate their aviation vocabulary
by checking familiar words. Draw the pupils' attention to
the fact that new inventions contribute new words to our
vocabulary and cause old words to take on new meaning; for
example, loop, take-off, land, strut, and stick. Call atten-
tion to the fact that without a proper knowledge of aviation
terms it will be difficult to understand a unit in aviation.
Eefore the study of aviation the class in science
should study a unit on Weather . As this unit draws to a
close the topic of aviation could be mentioned and a possible
dramatization written by the pupils and teacher. This may be
presented to the class in the form of Weather and the Pilot .
After this dramatization the pupils will see the importance
of weather to flying and the importance of aviation to the
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world. Leading questions like, "What weapon changed our Idea
of world geography?" and "Who can recall a battle of the last
war where the airplane has been proved most Important?" will
stimulate discussion. Their enthusiasm is aroused and they
are air-minded.
Plan a visit to your local or nearby airport with your
class to inspect planes, hangars, runways, and anything else
of interest. At the next meeting of the class the unit could
be introduced by a discussion of the pupils’ observations at
the airport.
Obtain a large globe showing land and water masses
only. By means of chalk draw the Great Circle routes. Com-
pare distances to some places by water. Make chalk flights
to all parts of the world, if possible to where a friend or
relative was stationed during the war. Follow these flights
with a discussion of the importance of the airplane in world
travel today.
Airplane spotting by class. By means of a delinea-
scope show silhouettes of various well-known types of planes
thrown on a screen. Have pupils guess types. Follow with a
discussion.
The following ideas and suggestions may aid the teacher
in the further construction of intelligent and functional
units in aviation.
Develop methods of keeping informed of new develop-
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merits in aviation by subscribing to Current Science and
Aviation
,
published weekly by American Education Press, In-
corporated, 400 Front Street, Columbus, Ohio; collecting and
sorting newspaper clippings; and obtaining literature from
the Civil Aeronautic Administration, Washington, D. C.
Develop good teaching materials; for example, models,
laboratory materials, activities, and tests.
Make use of free materials whenever possible. Some
useful ones and their source:
a. You , Too , Can Fly l Piper Aircraft Corporation,
Lock Haven, Pennsylvania
b. The Story of the Airship by Hugh Allen, Goodyear
Tire Company, Akron, Ohio
c. Men and Wings by Assen Jordanoff
,
Curtiss-Wright
Corporation, Buffalo, New York
d. Airplane Power , General Motors, Detroit, Michigan
e. Aviation Manual, United Air Lines, Chicago,
Illinois
f. I've Got Wings , United States Army Air Force,
Washington, D. C.
g. Important Parts of a Malnliner , United Air Lines,
Chicago, Illinois
h. Teacher's Manual for The Biology of Flight , by
Fitzpatrick and Stiles, The MacMillan Company,
Boston, Massachusetts
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i. Aviation Kit, United Air Lines, Chicago, Illinois
The annotated bibliography found at the end of this
paper will guide you in your reading.
The following 16 mm. films and film strips can be used
to illustrate aviation discussions carried on in a number of
courses. It is suggested also that you consult your nearest
film library for rates and availability of films.
a. Air Operations (21 minutes)
b. Aircraft and How They Fly (11 minutes)
c. Autogiro (10 minutes)
d. Building the PBY Record Breakers (42 minutes)
e. Celling Unlimited (30 minutes)
f. Cradle of Victory (35 minutes)
g. Essential Parts and Types of Planes (10 minutes)
h. The Fairchild PT-1Q Trainer (20 minutes)
I. Sky Riders (10 minutes)
J. Youth Trains for Aviation (8 minutes)
k. Air Power is Peace Power (27 minutes)
The above films may be obtained free of charge from:
Audio-Visual Training Aids Division, Civil Aeronautics Admin-
istration, Washington 25, D. C.
l. Age of Flight (18 minutes) Visual Education
Service, Incorporated, 53 Allyn Street, Hartford
3, Connecticut.
m. Aircraft Series—Historical (47 frames)
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n. Famous Flights and Filers (51 frames)
o. History of Air Transportation (64 frames)
The above three films may be obtained from Society
for Visual Education, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, 11,
Illinois.
p. Men and Wings (57 frames) and Today 1 s Wings
(44 frames) Jam Handy Organization, Incorporated,
2821 South Grand Boulevard, Detroit 11, Michigan
q. Llndberg Flies Alone (20 minutes) Pinkney Film
Service, 1028 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania
r. History of Aviation (30 minutes) and Cavalcade
of Aviation (20 minutes) United World Films,
Incorporated, 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, New
York
s. First Ten Years of Flying (10 minutes) Brandon
Films, Incorporated, 1600 Broadway, New York 19,
New York
t. History of Llghter-Than-Alr Rigid Airships (40
minutes) District Public Information Officer,
First Naval District Headquarters, 495 Summer
Street, Boston 10, Massachusetts
Maps, booklets, posters, stickers, log books, folders,
pictures, pamphlets, and other useful materials may be ob-
tained free of charge or at a low cost from the following
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agencies:
1. Air Transport Association of America, 1515 Massa-
chusetts Avenue, N. W.
,
Washington, D. C.
2. American Airlines, Incorporated, 100 East 42nd
Street, New York City
3. Boeing Aircraft Company, Georgetown Station,
Seattle, Washington
4. Douglas Aircraft Company, Incorporated, Santa
Monica, California.
5. Northeast Airlines, Incorporated, Commonwealth
Airport, East Boston, Massachusetts
6. Pan American Airways, Chrysler Building, New York
City
7. Western Air Lines, 510 West 6th Street, Los
Angeles, California
8. Northrop Aircraft, Incorporated, Hawthorne, Cali-
fornia
The following aeronautical periodicals may be useful
to the pupil and teacher.
Aero Digest , Aeronautical Digest Publishing Corpora-
tion, 515 Madison Avenue, New York, New York, monthly
$3.00
Air Facts
,
Air Facts, Incorporated, 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, New York, monthly $3.00
Air Trails
,
Post Office Box 494, Elizabeth, New Jersey,
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monthly $2.50
The Air Traveler , The Aero Tribune, 215 S. W. Stark
Street, Portland, Oregon, monthly $2.00
Aviation Week , McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, 300
West 42nd Street, New York, New York, weekly $5.00
Flying , Ziff-Davis Publishing Company, 135 North
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, monthly $3.00
Flying Models , American Championship Crosswords,
Incorporated, 215 Fourth Avenue, New York, New York,
bi-monthly $.25
Skyways , Henry Publishing Company, 444 Madison Avenue,
New York, New York, monthly $3.00
Rocket-Jet Flying , Pen-Ink Publishing Company, 130
West 42nd Street, New York, New York, quarterly $3.00
It is further suggested that after teaching, experi-
menting, and evaluating your unit the results may be made
available to all teachers.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Air-Age Education Research, Wings Over One World . New York:
Air-Age Education Research, 1945. 51 pp.
Subjects of discussion are: 1. Role and scope of mili-
tary aviation in peacetime; 2. Prospects in commercial
air transport; 3. Practicability for immediate postwar
future of rocket planes, helicopters, Jets, all-weather
flying, and lighter-than-air craft,
Allen, Hugh, The Story of the Airship ( Non-Rigid ) : a Study
of One of America* s Lesser Known Defense Weapons ."
Akron, Ohio: Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, 1942.
74 pp.
The text has value as it deals with the history and tech-
nical development of the airship in terms understandable
to an eighth grade pupil.
Bain, Edward U.
,
S.O.S . Helicopter . Chicago: Albert Whitman
and Company, 1947.
A story of three young helicopter pilots who perform
feats of daring and rescue in three different parts of
the world.
Barry, Mary Elizabeth, and Paul R. Hanna, Wonder Flights of
Long Ago . New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1930.
219 pp.
Eleven flight legends from Oriental and Greek mythology.
Bishop, William A., Winged Peace . New York: Viking Press,
1944. 175 pp.
Traces with personal reminiscences the story of aviation
from World War I to June 1944.
Bruno, Harry, Wings over America
,
the Story of American
Aviation . Garden City, New York: Halcyon House, 1944.
333 pp
.
A story of American aviation that brings out the daring,
adventure, and resourcefulness of those who pioneered.
Gives considerable attention to the consideration of
Llndberg's rise and fall in popular esteem.
Carlisle, Norman, Reginald M. Cleveland, and Jonathan Wood,
The Modern Wonder Book of the Air. Philadelphia: John
C. Winston Company, 1945. 316 pp.
Well-illustrated survey of recent progress in aviation
incorporating historical background of these develop-
ments, covering the following subjects: aeronautical
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theories and experiments of past centuries, power plants,
Jets, radio and radar, helicopters, gliders, lighter- than-
alr craft, parachutes, high altitude flying, and women in
aviation.
Chapin, Mary K.
,
Why Men Can Fly , New York: Reynal and
Hitchcock, 1943, 338 pp.
An historical approach to aviation. Attempts to show
how man has learned to fly through a progressive under-
standing of the laws of nature. It has chapters dealing
with the early theories of flight and with the early
flights.
Cohen, Rose N.
,
The Men Who Gave Us Wings . New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1944. 210 pp.
A series of interesting biographies and accounts of early
flights and theories of flight. Begins with the legends
of Daedalus and Icarus and of Phaeton, tells of Leonardo
da Vinci, of Besnler, of Cavendish, and gives an account
of the development of flying by lighter- than-air craft
and by heavier- than-air craft.
Cooke, David C.
,
editor. Young America 1 s Aviation Annual .
New York: Robert M. McBride and Company, 1946. 224 pp.
Sections are devoted to air power, airlines, the Army Air
Forces, Naval Aeronautics, the destruction of German air
power, a review of recent aircraft, and the war-time
accomplishments and peacetime prospects of aircraft manu-
facturing.
Craig, Gerald S.
,
et al.
,
We Plan for Tomorrow . Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1947.
This volume includes the following sections with air age
materials: "When Airplanes Were New”, "Aviation in the
Future.
"
Francis, Devon, Aviation : What Everyone Should Know . New
York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1945. 229 pp.
Provides an excellent text for the teacher who is sud-
denly faced with the immediate problem of learning about
aviation for a unit to begin in a week or two.
Francis, Devon, The Story of the Helicopter . New York:
Coward-McCann, Incorporated, 1946. 182 pp.
Tells the story of the development of the helicopter.
Pioneers in helicopter flight whose ideas Francis dis-
cusses Include Leonardo da Vinci, Cayley, Berliner,
Clerva and Pitcairn, Kellett, Wilford, Focke, and
Sikorsky. Well-illustrated.
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Freuaenthal, Elsbeth E.
,
The Aviation Business , From Kitty
Hawk to Wall Street . New York: Vanguard Press, Incor-
porated, 1940. 342 pp.
A history of the growth of aviation manufacturing and
air transport. Tells of the Post Office Department’s
pioneering with the air mail and of its turning the
service over to private enterprise in the mid ’20's,
Grierson, John, Jet Flight . London: Sampson, Low, Marston
and Company, Limited, 1946. 270 pp.
The story of Jet propulsion in England and in America.
Begins with the early work of Whittle and carries on
during the pre-war and war years. At end of volume is
a chapter on trends in Jet propulsion, particularly in
terms of civil aviation, and one on the development of
the Meteor IV that broke the world's record.
Hamann, Fred, editor, Air Words, a Popular Aviation Diction-
ary of the Language Flyers Speak . Seattle, Washington:
Superior Publishing Company, 1946. 61 pp.
A few commonly used technical terms with which everyone
should be familiar have been included. Should help the
teacher to understand the language of her pupils and,
perhaps, enable her M to tell them a thing or two.”
Hart, Ivor Blashka, The Mechanical Investigations of Leon-
ardo da Vinci . Chicago: Open Court Publishing Company,
1925. 240 pp.
An investigation of the nature and value of Leonardo da
Vinci's contribution to aeronautics.
Hatch, Alden, G-lenn Curtiss : Pioneer of Naval Aviation . New
York: Julian Mosener, Incorporated, 1942. 294 pp.
A lively readable account of the life and contributions
to aviation of this pioneer of aeronautics.
Eeinmuller, J. P. V.
,
Man’ s Fight to Fly , Famous World-Record
Flights and a Chronology of Aviation . New York: Funk
and Wagnalls, 1944. 366 pp.
Suggests that youth by reading of the famous pioneers of
aviation, will catch the spark and carry on with en-
thusiasm the progress of aviation. The first section is
devoted to separate accounts of several pages each of
the several flyers who were world record breakers during
the past two decades; the second section is a chronology
,
of aviation from Leonardo da Vinci to Richard Archbold
with a single paragraph biographical note about each of
almost 250 of aviation’s great.
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Jordanoff, Assen, Men and VIng
8
. Buffalo: Airplane Division,
" Curti6s-Wright Corporation, 1942. 94 pp.
A concise interesting chronology of aviation from the
Montgolfiers through the barnstorming flights of the late
‘20’ s, to the emergence of strong aviation companies in
the late ’30' s, and the first years of World War II.
Ley, Willy, Rockets : the Future of Travel Beyond the Strato-
spere . New York: Viking Press, 1944. 287 pp.
Discusses the theory of rocket propulsion and its possi-
bilities for travel in space.
Lindberg, Charles A., We. New York: G-. P. Putnam’s Sons,
1927. 318 pp.
The famous flier's own story of his life, and his trans-
atlantic flight, together with his view on the future of
aviation.
Milbank, Jeremiah, Jr.
,
The First Century of Flight in
America , an Introductory Survey . ""Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1943. 248 pp.
The balloon and how it stimulated American thought and
enterprise.
Montgomery, Elizabeth Rider, The Story Behind G-reat Inven-
tions . New York: Robert M. McBride and Company, 1944.
The last three sections are devoted to the Wright broth-
ers' idea for warping a wing, to the Sperry-Doolittle
effort to build a successful directional gyro, and to
Link's idea for learning to fly on the ground.
Randers-Pehrson, N. D.
,
History of Aviation . New York:
National Aeronautics Council, Incorporated, 1944. 132 pp.
A short, well-done chronology of the early years of
heavier-than-air flying. Outlines the contributions of
the pioneers of various countries and their successors
to the theory and practice of aviation.
Ray, James R.
,
The Story of American Aviation . Philadelphia:
John C. Winston Company, 1946. 104 pp.
Tells the story of the development of aviation in the
United States from the days of the Wright brothers. He
traces the accomplishments of the Wright brothers, of
Curtiss, Douglas, Martin, Bell, and other pioneers.
Tells of aviation in World War I, of the flights across
the ocean in the 1920' s, of the development of air trans-
port in the 30' s, and of World War II.
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Rugg, Harold, and Louise Krueger, Man at Work : His Indus-
tries . Boston: Ginn and Company 1946.
There is a history of aviation on pages 376-397.
Smith, G. Geoffrey, Gas Turbines and Jet Propulsion for
Aircraft . London: S. E. 1, Flight Publishing Company,
Limited, Dorset House, 1946. 246 pp.
This edition provides an historical survey of early
experiments and an account of developments in Germany
and America.
United States Civil Aeronautics Administration, Aeronautical
Periodicals . Washington: United States Civil Aeronautics
Administration, The Library, 1946. 7 pp.
A recent listing of aeronautical periodicals giving source,
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